Section 1 Description

WorldCat.org makes your library's resources more visible to more people on the internet. As the world's largest library catalogue, it helps users find items in libraries close to them.

Section 2 Definitions

2.1 “Data” means the total of holdings data, bibliographic records and other information that are part of Participant’s catalogue, including Updates thereto.

2.2 “Updates” means original record additions, deletions and other changes to Data and the setting or deletion of holding symbols. Updates to Data shall be data files containing only the Updates to Data since the previous load of Data into WorldCat®.

2.3 All capitalized terms not defined herein shall have the same meaning ascribed to them in the Framework Agreement.

Section 3 OCLC Obligations

3.1 OCLC will load the Data and Updates to Data into WorldCat, add Institution’s holdings symbols to WorldCat and expose the bibliographic records and holdings symbols in WorldCat.org. Any copyright notices that are present in the Data will be retained.

Section 4 Institution Obligations

4.1 Institution will send updates of its Data to OCLC at a mutually agreed frequency, normally monthly via an appropriate network methodology (FTP) in MARC 21 format for loading into WorldCat.

4.2 Institution will provide details like address, url, contacts, in OCLC’s supported format, suitable for adding to the WorldCat Registry as of the Effective Date. Institution agrees to review and update the Registry data as necessary at least 60 days prior to the end of the initial subscription term and each renewal subscription term. Institution authorizes OCLC to use and authorize the use by others of such Registry data.